Gm backup camera wiring diagram

Note that this may have changed over time but I try and update this post as often as new
information is found. Before purchasing any backup camera I recommend looking at the
pre-wired bracket on the back of your RV. There are two main backup camera brands that are
used by the common RV, 5th-wheel, and travel trailer manufacturers. The most common is
Furrion followed by Voyager. Way Interglobal is another brand of RV backup camera that RV
manufacturers are starting to use more and more. I list the known RVs and travel trailers using
this brand below. Forest River. Check Price at Amazon. If you have any questions about which
camera goes with what pre-wire package leave a comment below. A Dutchmen Atlas will be
pre-wired for a Furrion backup camera like this one. Thanks for your comment. I recommend
contacting RearViewSafety , as they have more expertise and might have a model that would fit,
but finding an exact modern plug-and-play camera system for that wiring will be hard. I suggest
going with a wireless camera like this by Haloview , or any of the other cameras I have written
about in this post. Hi Joe, Sorry for the late answer. Except for their Envision trailers, which use
Furrion. That means your Ameri-lite will use a Way Interglobal backup camera. Here is a camera
on Amazon that works with that prewiring. Do you know if they are prewired for a camera
system? If so what kind? Sorry for the late reply. Most newer RVs are pre-wired for a backup
camera but it depends on what was ordered from the factory. If your trailer is pre-wired there
will be a camera mount on the back of the trailer up by the brake lights. I contacted Cruiser RV
about what backup camera they pre-wire for. They said they use Furrion. The version of Furrion
you will need should be this one. I have a Grand Design with the pre-wired Furrion back up
camera. Will it work? The Furrion cameras most companies like Grand Design pre-wires their
trailers for are wireless. The pre-wiring just includes the mount and a plug to power the camera.
It looks to me like the Silverado Transparent Trailer Cameras use a wire which means you will
have to run the wire from the back of your trailer to your truck and plug it into the Trailer View
Camera Receptacle on the back of the Silverado by where the trailer plug goes. The only
problem I can see will be if you have a trailer over 32 feet long. According to the product you
linked to the camera is not compatible with trailers over 32 feet long. It states that it is pre wired
but not sure with what. East to West is a division of Forest River which normally uses the
Furrion backup camera like this one. On the backup camera mount, there is usually a cover
plate with the brand name on it if you want to check to make sure. We have a Dynamax Issata 3
that we need to replace the cover on the side view cameras. Can you tell me what part I need to
look for? Hi Roschelle, Dynamax uses its own brand of camera system that is sold exclusively
through Dynamax dealers. Unfortunately, you cannot purchase any parts online and will have to
see a dealer about your camera problem. I recently purchased a used Keystone unit. Dealer said
it was prewired for Furrion but on inspection it is a Voyager WiSight. They also do not make an
adapter cable to plug a Haloview to the Voyager prewiring. No big deal but asking if you know of
any other option before I start drilling the holes. Thank You. As for the wiring, it should be
possible to cut off the plug for the Voyager camera and wire the new camera to those wires, but
splicing into the marker light works too. No matter which way you go make sure you seal
around the mounting plate once installed and if you end up making new holes in the trailer be
sure to seal the old ones so no water can get into the trailer. I have a Dutchman Atlas BH that is
presided for a backup camera. I have a GMC Denali HD that is equipped with the enhanced
trailering package and has a plug in the rear to plug in a camera enabling it to run through my
current monitor. I recently had a comment similar to yours about the new GM invisible trailer
camera systems with the plug in the back of the truck. The good news is you can get the
compatible trailer backup camera here. The other thing is that right now GM only makes trailer
cameras that are compatible with trailers up to 32 feet long. The Dutchman Atlas should be
pre-wired for this Furrion backup camera system. Thank you for the info, it seems like a lot of
Keystone trailers are starting to switch from Furrion to Voyager backup cameras. Hi There, I
have a Lance , I see that the the Voyager is for Lance, however when looking at the back of my
rig all I see is the long red brake bar at the top and the license plate illuminator at the bottom
over the plate. Yes, that is very possible. You can check out this article here for information on
some of the best wireless backup camera options as well as information and a video on how to
install one. I say yes, for a few reasons. The first and biggest one being that Furrion camera
parts are way easier to find online than Way Interglobal ones so if something breaks it will be
easier to get a replacement without having to go through a dealer. We have a SolAire. Had a
Furrion with the 4. Or will it be necessary to replace the entire unit? Yes, it is possible. The only
requirement is that the monitor is the same model as the camera. If the backup camera came
with your RV it should be a Vision S but you may want to check the manual to be sure. This
Furrion Vision S is the model that is compatible with trailers pre-wired for a Furrion backup
camera. On the back is a plate that says Voyager Wisight What Wisight camera and monitor do I
buy and can I easily install it myself? You can choose between this Wisight Voyager by Jensen

with a 4. I want to make sure Im ordering the correct Furrion backup up camera. What model is
this travel trailer is it pre-wired for? You can choose between the 4. I have a voyager backup
camera red and black wire out the back with middle antenna and monitor. My new camper has a
Furrion vision S. Can you help me figure out how to connect them? Accessories I might need?
One of the main downsides to the different brands of RV backup cameras is they are not
compatible with each other. If your new camper has a Furrion Vision S bracket you can take it
out and replace it with the Voyager bracket and camera. To connect the electrical just cut the
Furrion plug off and wire the Voyager camera to the trailer using the same wires. Thanks for all
your advice on these. I have a Airstream Atlas and the rear camera image is almost useless. The
two side cameras are great. Any advice? The backup camera I linked to does display color but
the image from the new camera should be better than the old one. I just purchased a Coleman
Lantern LT. The dealer told me the Furion S would connect into the factory prewire. However,
the prewire has a different connector type. The trailer has a male connector that resembles a 3.
Any idea what camera brand Coleman trailers are prewired for? That sounds a lot like the new
Way Interglobal camera click to view on Etrailer a lot of RV manufacturers have started putting
them on newer RVs. The Furrion Backup Cameras are more popular among RVers than the Way
Interglobal backup cameras and if you already have the Furrion backup camera one thing you
can do is just remove the mounting plate for the other camera and reinstall the one for the
Furrion. As for the plug, you can just cut it and wire the Furrion to the bare wires. If you do this
make sure you use plenty of non-leveling lap sealant like this click to view on Amazon to cover
any holes made and to reseal around the mounting plate. Do you have any information on which
system this is pre-wired for? I can not get it to connect to the screen in the truck, and has no
power in the back. Called Keystone and they told me the I should have a Furrion and the truck
has to be in reverse. Any thoughts. Normally Springdales are pre-wired for Furrions but
sometimes the previous owner or dealer will put on a different brand. One thing you can try
before removing the camera to check the wiring is to turn on the parking lights in your truck
when the trailer is connected. The wireless backup cameras are usually powered by connecting
the camera to one of the running lights on the RV. Some backup cameras will only turn if the
trailer lights are on. I have a forest river Lexington DTS motor home with factory wired camera
system that shows cars behind me. I have a Tracer Breeze. The Tracer Breezes seems to be
pre-wired for the Furrion Backup Camera like this click to view on Amazon , if you check the
pre-wired mount if there is one on the back of your RV there should be a brand name on the
cover plate. Unfortunately, Furrion cameras only work with their specific monitors and cannot
be connected to anything else. There are a few wifi backup cameras out there that can connect
to phones but they do have a few issues and there might be more delay than regular wireless
backup cameras like the Furrion. Even if your RV has a pre-wire mount for Furrion on the back
you can still use the other kind of camera. You will just have to remove the Furrion mount and
replace it with the new camera mount. As for the wires you just cut the plug and wire the new
camera directly to the bare wires. Be sure and seal everything when you are done so no water
gets into your RV through the newly made holes. Thank you Lene. Which Camera should we
purchase. R Jim. Does it have a plate where the camera is supposed to go that says Voyager? If
so, you need one of these Voyager WiSight cameras. Does that mean that only the 4.
Furthermore, I watched a video of a guy taking the 4. How do I get a pre-wired camera rather
than a model that has to be hardwired? I purchased from Amazon, and had to send it back
because it had no plug. No luck getting anyone there to return our calls. I also asked if there
was an adapter I could buy to make it work, but once again, no help from anyone. The dilemma
with RV backup cameras is an ongoing one. There are so many different kinds and RV
manufacturers change the brand of camera and the way they pre-wire RVs all the time. It can be
hard to find the correct kind of camera. I know you want a camera with a plug but it sounds like
the easiest thing to do would be to connect the wires from the camera directly to the pre-wired
wires on your trailer. I had a hard time contacting Pacific Coachworks but usually, if the trailer is
pre-wired, there will be a cover plate with the brand name of the backup camera it was pre-wired
for on the bracket. I normally recommended checking that before purchasing a backup camera
to make sure you get the correct one. Most of the Coachmen Freedom Express trailers use the
Furrion Backup Cameras like this one click to view on Amazon the standard is the 4. Before
purchasing make sure your trailer is pre-wired by looking at the back of the trailer. The camera
mount should be near the top in the center. There should be a cover plate on the pre-wired
backup camera mount that has the brand name of the camera the trailer was wired for. Most
Shasta trailers use the Furrion pre-wire bracket. Before you purchase you can double-check
that the mount is Furrion by looking at the bracket on the back of the trailer. There should be a
sticker on the cover plate that will say the brand of back up camera it was pre-wired for. And if I
do where is it? Then how do I turn it on? The backup camera on your RV is going to be in the

back, near the top, and in the center. You can choose between three screen sizes: 4. The
mounting bracket and the plug are made for the Furrion camera only. To use the other camera
you will need to remove the bracket currently on your trailer by taking out the screws and taking
it off completely. It might take some prying to get the bracket off because there will also be
some sealant around it to keep water from getting in. Once you have the bracket removed you
can replace it with the bracket that came with your other backup camera. The holes may not
match up which means you will be making new ones. Make sure you put RV Butyl Tape click to
view on Amazon on the back of the new bracket before securing it. After putting on the new
mount make sure you put RV Non-Sag Sealant click to view on Amazon around it and on the
heads of the screws to completely waterproof it. Make sure you use good outdoor wire
connectors like these click to view on Amazon so no water can get to the bare wires. Also, try
and tuck them behind the camera so they are protected by the bracket. Or you can get the
Furrion camera I linked to for the simplest and safest installation. To make sure your trailer is
prewired make sure there is a mounting plate in the back under the center running light. The
plate on the back should also say Voyager on it. It looks like the Monaco RVs used the Aladdin
camera systems. If I were you I would get a new wireless backup camera that comes with a
screen like any of these click to view RV backup camera systems. The picture should be better
quality and the monitor will be smaller which is a bonus. I wish I could help you more but it
seems like these old RV camera systems are difficult to replace with exact matches. Can I
connect another brand to this pre-wire setup? You can get this Haloview Adapter click to view
on Amazon that makes it possible to connect its RV backup camera click to view on Amazon
with a Furrion pre-wire. The monitor that comes with the Haloview can connect to up to 4
cameras which means you just need to get some extra Haloview cameras click to view on
Amazon for a multi-camera system. Haloview also makes a truck and trailer backup camera kit
click to view on Amazon that comes with a monitor, an RV backup camera, and a license plate
mount truck camera. I have a Forrest River Sabre. Nor can I find this model anywhere online or
in stores. Since the ports, arent compatible does the manufacture have an adapter? Or is the
model just out of stock everywhere or has it been discontinued? The Furrion camera kit you got
should have come with a cable that has a plug on one end and two bare wires on the other. You
can use that to replace the plug that is pre-wired on your trailer. You can then plug the camera
into that. You should only do this if you are familiar with wiring and comfortable with cutting the
plug that is currently on your trailer. It has a camera installed and I will haul it with my Nissan
Pathfinder, which is equipped with a back up camera and already, factory installed screen. Do I
need an additional screen or could I set up a wireless situation to my phone to use this back up
camera with?? One of the main downsides to RV backup cameras is most of them only connect
to a brand specific monitor. When you do get the trailer and the RV backup camera monitor it
should be as simple as putting it on the dash and plugging it into a 12V outlet. Once you
connect the trailer to your Pathfinder to power the lights the camera should turn on and
automatically connect to its monitor. What Are The Choices? Table of Contents hide. The
Cameras. Grand Design. Palomino Forrest River. Gulf Stream Coach Inc. Cruiser RV. Venture
RV. Thor Motor Coach. Who knew that growing up in a small town in Sweden with endless
forests and lakes would do that to you? Hello James, I recommend contacting RearViewSafety ,
as they have more expertise and might have a model that would fit, but finding an exact modern
plug-and-play camera system for that wiring will be hard. Let me know if you have any
questions. I have Ameri-Lite. Can you tell me what the trailer would be prewired for? Thank you!
Hi Angel, Sorry for the late reply. Hi Peter, The Furrion cameras most companies like Grand
Design pre-wires their trailers for are wireless. Hope this helped, good luck with your Grand
Design and new truck. Hope this was helpful in some way, good luck with the project. Hi Aaron,
I recently had a comment similar to yours about the new GM invisible trailer camera systems
with the plug in the back of the truck. Hope this was helpful, good luck with the truck and the
trailer. What is your feeling of the Way interglobal camera? Is is worth rewiring for a furrion
camera? Thanks, Michael Reply. Good afternoon- Thanks for all your advice on these. Good
luck with your Airstream. Hi Michael, Normally Springdales are pre-wired for Furrions but
sometimes the previous owner or dealer will put on a different brand. Once the camera gets
power it should connect to the screen. Hope this was helpful, good luck finding the right
camera. Hi, I have a Tracer Breeze. Thanks Ken Reply. Hi Ken, The Tracer Breezes seems to be
pre-wired for the Furrion Backup Camera like this click to view on Amazon , if you check the
pre-wired mount if there is one on the back of your RV there should be a brand name on the
cover plate. Thank you Lene Reply. Jesse Reply. R Jim Reply. Hello James, Does it have a plate
where the camera is supposed to go that says Voyager? Hey Frustrated, The dilemma with RV
backup cameras is an ongoing one. Hope this was somewhat helpful. Any idea on Pacific
Coachworks? Hey Matt, I had a hard time contacting Pacific Coachworks but usually, if the

trailer is pre-wired, there will be a cover plate with the brand name of the backup camera it was
pre-wired for on the bracket. I have a Shasta Oasis. What backup camera would be pre-wired on
thus unit. Hi Bill, Most Shasta trailers use the Furrion pre-wire bracket. Thank you sooooo
much! I hope this information was helpful, good luck with your backup camera and new trailer.
We purchased a Forest River Viking 17bh what back up camera is prewired for our unit? Hi Paul,
You can get this Haloview Adapter click to view on Amazon that makes it possible to connect its
RV backup camera click to view on Amazon with a Furrion pre-wire. Hi there, I have a Forrest
River Sabre. Thank you in advance for any advice! Backup camera is a good safety option for
reversing, because you can easily see the area behind your car. Every trendy automobile owner
must study backup camera installation guide to find out the way to move it. There ar totally
different styles of rear-view cameras on the market. At first, you have got to search out out the
simplest backup camera. You can do the installation by yourself once reading the installation
guides or look video tutorials regarding a way to have them put in. This is another item required
for the backup camera installation. This is discussed in the camera section and it usually
includes the yellow RCA video cable. The cable long can vary and it will vary from 45cm to 65cm
long. There ar instances wherever the cable may be blank oxide. The power harness is another
instrument you need for the affiliation and therefore the installation. This includes DC power
connexion. It includes of twelve volts power lead, additionally as black ground lead. It
additionally includes feminine twelve volts power pin then on. The camera is that the most vital
item you would like throughout the installation. The camera is comparable to the monitor. The
video feed will continuously build them run mechanically. If you want to continue installation,
here are some steps and procedures. You must comply with this. Cutting holes on the safety
box The first phase of the installation process is that you have to attract the power to the
monitor. You only need to connect the red line to the volt power, and then connect the black line
to the ground. To send the power to the monitor, you must go to the fuse box. The way the
monitor works is determined by the trigger line used for connection. The best way of installation
is to connect it to the positive side of the vehicle reversing lamp. When this is opened, the
monitor will automatically open whenever the gear is placed opposite. If you want to install it for
manual operation, you do not have to connect to this operation. You can connect on the source,
which means that whenever you open the key, the monitor opens. As long as you turn off the
engine, it will flameout. This mechanism is the best for those who use commercial vehicles. You
just saw the first step of the connection. The second step is not the same as the first. For this
connection, you simply connect the A4 harness to the output of the camera, which is usually
regarded as the A4 wiring harness of the female output. In this step, you must send the power
to the camera by simply connecting the red line to a 12 volt power supply. Alternatively, you can
connect to the positive side of the reverse side of the vehicle and connect the black to the
ground. Monitor installation When you are convinced that the monitor has taken the power out
of the fuse box, the camera will also draw power from the reverse taillight. It is time for the
system to work. Connect to the camera, then use the standard yellow cable also known as the
A5 cable to continue the connection. When connecting, please refer to the information provided
above, because it will guide you to complete the connection process. When you know that the
connection has been passed, the next step is to clean up the connection. Whenever it opens the
key, or when it reversing, it will start working. Connect the positive and negative power provide
wire of backup camera installation with the positive and negative leads of Backup lightweight
Backup Light. When the radio detects the backup lightweight is on by voltage, the radio
switches into backup camera input mode mechanically. If the radio cannot switch into backup
camera input mode mechanically once the backup lightweight is on, please check the barge
between the police investigation lead and trigger wire or the matter that the trigger wire broken
some elements. The backup camera installation guidelines discussed above do not apply to
video based systems. It is a system based on the trigger line. The connection discussed earlier
is almost the same. When you want to make video based connections, the first thing to do is to
master all the components. This will help the installation process. They include the following:.
These are the basic components or items that you need for this connection. These projects
should perform important functions, which are as follows: Audio and video lines Another aspect
of the installation process is the RCA cable. This is an important aspect, which includes the
RCA video cable connected to the camera. It has an important purpose. It can supply monitors
from cameras. Camera power wire harness This includes a DC power connector, which is the
power cord. The DC power connector is connected to the 12 volt power lead, just like black is
used for grounding leads. It also uses a 12 pin power plug. The monitor of this connection has
tails. This, in turn, has video input. The input is RCA cable, it has different coat, red, white,
yellow cable. White and yellow jackets are designed for video input. If you get used to the wiring
in the TV, you will not find it difficult to install because it requires the same wiring process.

Movie camera The camera is the most important part of the system. This is not the same as the
case found in the connection of the trigger. They are different in some ways. It has two parts of
the wiring harness. This type of camera does not require large holes and can be connected in a
waterproof manner. Monitor power wire harness This is another important aspect of the
installation process. The monitor is characterized by a power cord, which is always connected
to a red or black DC power connector. The other side of it is two wires. They include red lines
and black lines. Black wires, as usual, will be on the ground, while the red line will become
positive power supply. Backup camera install Final report: This is what you need to install a
backup camera. The installation process is not difficult, as you described from above. Usually,
manufacturers include guidance, which can help you in connection and installation process.
This means that you should read the instructions and follow it. In addition, video tutorials are
available. You can watch video tutorials and follow instructions. You can do it yourself. If you
think it is not easy to do this, you can hire an expert to do it for you. The video based backup
camera installation , this is the stages it will take:. The installation process must be started by
connecting the DC power harness to the monitor designed for power input. You have to make
sure and make the right connection. You can connect the red line to the 12 volt power supply
and then bring the black to the ground. Usually, the power supply to the monitor is taken out of
the fuse box. Now is the time to connect the video taillight and camera power to the camera
connector. As mentioned, pigtail is important because it enables the power available to the
camera and connects the video output to the monitor. Effect connect the power to the camera,
you can connect it to the red line and the 12 volt power simply. Black cables should enter the
ground as usual. The energy that comes into the camera is usually from the reverse taillight. It
is suggested that you check the guide before installing the camera. Reverse cameras can be
used in all sizes and shapes to meet your personal preferences and preferences. This is the
style you like, but your choice should provide a clear rear light outline or picture. Even first-time
users will simply get them put in when reading the guides. Most makers create these guides out
there. Installation will sometimes be done by the client, and that we supply a fee schoolsupport
line must you would like more help. Do you install the illustration above? Rear view camera can
not work suddenly, it is also check whether the line is loose or check whether the backup
camera has been damaged. A: How to install backup camera? Q: How to install backup camera
step by step guide. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Rear View Camera The Power Harness The power
harness is another instrument you need for the affiliation and therefore the installation. Backup
camera The camera is that the most vital item you would like throughout the installation.
Installing the backup camera: You just saw the first step of the connection. Connecting power
to both the monitor and the rear view camera: In this step, you must send the power to the
camera by simply connecting the red line to a 12 volt power supply. Rear view camera
installation Guide 4 steps 1. When the backup lightweight activates, the backup camera
activates furthermore. Note: This wire affiliation is that the most vital step for the installation
Guide. They include the following: RCA cable Camera power wire harness monitor Movie
camera Monitor power wire harness These are the basic components or items that you need for
this connection. The video based backup camera installation , this is the stages it will take: 1,
Connect car charger with rear view morrot and plug into cigarette lighter. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Search for:. Recent Comments. Every modern
car owner needs to study backup camera installation guide to learn how to go about it. There
are different kinds of rear-view cameras on the market. At first, you have to find out the best
backup camera. Most of these rear-view cameras are not difficult to install. You can do the
installation by yourself after reading the installation guides or watching video tutorials about
how to have them installed. After reading the tutorials, you can understand the various
components it required and know how these components work. Having an idea of that is going
to assist you in the installation process is equally important. Even first-time users can easily get
them installed after reading the guides. Most manufacturers make these guides available. You
only need to understand them and know the various components. There are different ways of
installing the backup camera. One of them includes the trigger wire -based system. If you want
to install it based on trigger wire system, the best thing that you need to understand is the
various components. When you understand these components, the next thing that you need to
know is how to install each of the components because the camera cannot work if all the
components are not properly installed. One thing you need to know about backup cameras is
that they use similar components and this means that if you have installed any version
previously, you are not going to find it hard to install another brand. If you want to use trigger
wires, the information provided here is going to assist you in the installation process. Before
installing the backup camera you need to know how do backup cameras work. The camera is

the most important item you need during the installation. The camera is similar to the monitor.
This is because they have similar features such as single cable and DC power plug as well as
yellow RCA. You need the camera to observe the objects as you drive. The power harness is
another instrument you need for the connection and the installation. This includes DC power
connector. It comprises of 12 volts power lead, as well as black ground lead. This is mainly a
male DC power connector. It also includes female 12 volts power pin and so on. This is another
item needed for the backup camera installation. This is discussed in the camera section and it
usually includes the yellow RCA video cable. This is used for video connection. The function is
to feed the monitor from the camera. The cable length can vary and it can range from 18 feet to
25 feet long. There are instances where the cable can be bare red lead. It is a raw lead, and it
can be used for different things. Moreover, it is important to state that during the installation
process that these cables are used differently. For instance, the yellow inputs are meant just for
the video signal while the red and the black input is designed for power and so on. Furthermore,
it is important to remind the users that the monitor may not have trigger wire, this does not
suggest that it can only be used manually. This is not the case. Most monitors are not fitted with
trigger wire and that is because they possess what is known as video sense feature. The video
feed can always make them run automatically. If you want to go on with the installation, here are
the steps and procedures you must observe in doing that. The first stage of the installation
process is that you have to draw power to that monitor and you do that by simply connecting
the red wire to the volt power, and connect the black wire to the ground. To send power to the
monitor, you have to go to the fuse box. The way the monitor operates is determined by the
trigger wire used for the connection. The best way to install it is by connecting it to the positive
side of the vehicle reverse light. When this is turned on, the monitor would turn on
automatically whenever the gear is placed on the reverse. If you want to install it for manual
operation, you do not have to connect this. The connection can be done at the source, and this
means that whenever the key is turned on the monitor is turned on. It will turn off whenever you
turn the engine is off. This mechanism is the best for those that use commercial vehicles. You
have just seen the first step of the connection. The second step is quite different from the first.
In this step, you have to send power to the camera by simply connecting the red wire to the 12
volts of power. When you are sure that the monitor is already taking power from the fuse box,
and the camera is equally drawing power from the reverse tail light, it is time to set the system
working. You continue the connection by connecting it to the camera and you do that using the
standard yellow cable also known as the A5 cable. While doing that connection, refer to the
information provided above because it is going to guide you through the connection process.
When you are sure that the connection is through, the next thing is to tidy up the connection.
Anytime the key is turned on, or when it is put in the reverse gear, it will start working. Backup
camera installation guide discussed above is not for the video based system. It is for trigger
wire based system. The connection is almost the same with the previous ones discussed above.
The first thing that you need to do when you want to do video based connection is to master all
the components. This is going to facilitate the installation process. These are the basic
components or items that you require for this type of connection. These items are supposed to
perform important functions and these functions are as shown below:. For this installation, the
monitor is indispensable. The monitor for this type of connection features a pigtail. This, in turn,
features video inputs. The inputs are for RCA cables, which have different jackets for red, white,
and yellow cables. White and yellow jackets are designed for the video input. If you were used
to such wirings in your television set, you are not going to find this installation difficult because
it takes the same wiring process. This is another important aspect of the installation process.
The monitor features a power harness, which is always attached to the red or black DC power
connector. On the opposite side of it is two wires. They include the red wire and a black wire.
The black wire, as usual, would go the ground while the red wire goes to the positive power and
so on. The camera is the most important part of the system. This is not the same thing with
what you find in the trigger connection. They are different in some ways. It features two part
harnesses. This type of camera does not require large holes and it can be connected in a
waterproof fashion. This includes a male DC power connector and this goes to the power leads.
The DC power connector goes to the 12 volts power lead just as the black is meant for the
ground lead. It equally uses a female pin, which is the 12 volts power. Another aspect of the
installation process is the RCA cable. This is an important aspect and it includes the RCA video
cable, which is connected to the camera. It serves an important purpose and it feeds the
monitor from the camera. You have to start the installation process by connecting the DC power
harness to the monitors designed for power input. You have to determine that and do the proper
connection. The second step of that connection is to take the connection to the power monitor
and you can do that by connecting the red wire to the 12 volts power and take the black to the

ground. Usually, the power that goes to the monitor is taken from the fuse box. The pigtail as
said is important because it makes power available to the camera as well as connects the video
output to the monitor and so on. Connect the power to the camera and you can do that by
simply connecting it to the red wire and the 12 volts power. Black cable should go to the ground
as usual. The Power that goes to the camera often comes from the reverse tail light. In this type
of connection, it is important to state that whenever power reaches the camera, it turns on the
monitor. This means that it is automatic in its operations. After this connection, you would
notice that the monitor takes its power from the fuse box and the light to the camera comes
from the reverse tail light. To complete the connection, you only need to connect the two and
you can complete that connection by using RCA cables. When you have done that connection,
you would notice that the system would begin to work once you use the reverse gear. It is
important to restate here that when you want to embark on the video- based connection that
cable length is very important just as it in the trigger based connection. Because of that, it is
recommended that you consider cable length. The best length is eighteen feet to twenty-five
feet long. In some cases, the cable contains red lead and it can always become part of that
cable. Usually, the lead cable used for this type of connection is raw in nature and because of
that, it can be used for different purposes. The red lead cable is used for this type of connection
because it can continually be used to power that cable. You need it in a situation you want the
camera to be in the vehicle continuously. Furthermore, some people would complain that the
system does not work after they have completed the connection process. This can be because
of the way the connection is done. When performing this type of connection, yellow input
cables are used solely for video signals, and nothing more. In the same way, black and red
inputs are used for a different purpose and that is power connection and nothing more. This
means that when you are doing the connection, you must do the correct wirings before the
system can work for you. This is what it takes to install the backup camera. The installation
process is not difficult as you can see from what has described above. Usually, manufacturers
include guides that can assist you in the connection and installation process. This means that
you should read the instructions and follow it. Apart from that, video tutorials are attached, you
can watch the video tutorials and do according to the instructions. You can do it by yourself. If
you think that it is not easy for you to do it, you can hire an expert to do it for you. How to install
a backup camera on a truck. How To Use Backup Camera. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content Last updated on May 1st, at
am Every modern car owner needs to study backup camera installation guide to learn how to go
about it. Backup Camera Installation Guide There are different ways of installing the backup
camera. Backup camera installation for beginners When you understand these components, the
next thing that you need to know is how to install each of the components because the camera
cannot work if all the components are not properly installed. Trigger wires installation guide For
the installation, you need the following items and they include: The camera The power harness
RCA cable These are the most important items you require, there could be a few others. The
camera The camera is the most important item you need during the installation. Power harness
The power harness is another instrument you need for the connection and the installation. RCA
Cable This is another item needed for the backup camera installation. Backup Camera
Installation processes: If you want to go on with the installation, here are the steps and
procedures you must observe in doing that. Cutting hole in the bumper: The first stage of the
installation process is that you have to draw power to that monitor and you do that by simply
connecting the red wire to the volt power, and connect the black wire to the ground. Installing
the camera: You have just seen the first step of the connection. Connecting power to both the
monitor and the camera: In this step, you have to send power to the camera by simply
connecting the red wire to the 12 volts of power. Install the monitor: When you are sure that the
monitor is already taking power from the fuse box, and the camera is equally drawing power
from the reverse tail light, it is time to set the system working. Video based connection system
Backup camera installation guide discussed above is not for the video based system.
Components For video based connection, you require the following items and they include the
following: Monitor Monitor power harness The camera Camera power harness The RCA cable
These are the basic components or items that you require for this type of connection. These
items are supposed to perform important functions and these functions are as shown below:
The monitor For this installation, the monitor is indispensable. Monitor power harness This is
another important aspect of the installation process. The camera The camera is the most
important part of the system. Camera power harness This includes a male DC power connector
and this goes to the power leads. Installation process For the video based backup camera
installation, this is the stages it will take: First step: You have to start the installation process by
connecting the DC power harness to the monitors designed for power input. Second step: The

second step of that connection is to take the connection to the power monitor and you can do
that by connecting the red wire to the 12 volts power and take the black to the ground. Fourth
step: Connect the power to the camera and you can do that by simply connecting it to the red
wire and the 12 volts power. Conclusion This is what it takes to install the backup camera.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Chevy truck forum silverado sierra gmc truck forums. Chevy
backup camera wiring pin diagram. There were six wires for this camera a. Reverse wire for
backup camera. Detailed guide to install a backup camera in a chevy silverado. I have looked
everywhere for a diagram to identify the six wires that go to this unit. This just gives you a little
insight into what each section does making it a little easier to understand then just your
standard wiring diagram. Pin 8 in block x10 for the reverse trigger signal and then uses either
constant accessory or ignition accordingly for power depending on when you want the camera
to be powered. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional photographic representation of an
electric circuit. I am told the cab of my truck silverado ltz extended cab is pre wired for a backup
camera. Jerry heasley recommended. Anyone have an electrical schematic or diagram showing
the reverse circuit pin outs and connectors for the car. If the backup camera is newly installed.
Im adding a back up camera and need to determine where i can grab a signal from. I sent
wopontour a couple of pms but he must be on vacation or something. I have purchased the gm
backup camera gm that is now an option for silverados for my silverado along with the tailgate
handle trim so it would look factory. Variety of backup camera wiring schematic. Connect the
positive and negative power provide wire of backup camera installation with the positive and
negative leads of backup lightweight backup light. Pinout for stock gm back up camera fyi i
obtained a new gm truck tailgate handle with the built in back up camera to connect to my
aftermarket radio and is a direct fit for my tailgatemy only issue was i didnt know what the
pinout for the camera was. I know i can get it back at the backup light for the camera but id like
to pick it up in the front somewhere for the monitor. It located just above the driver side kick
panel rearward of the parking brake pedal. I was hoping the camera wiring would be a simple
12gndvideo but there is what appears to be some type of isolation. Disregard my wiring and
markings on the photo. It reveals the components of the circuit as simplified forms and the
power and signal links in between the tools. Quick video explaining how a reverse camera is
used. It additionally includes feminine twelve volts power pin then on. I have red yellow white
wires going to one connector and grey black and tan wires in another bunch. I found what i
think is the connector. Reversing Camera Wiring Diagram. Gm Backup Camera Wiring Harness.
Reverse Camera Installation. Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may post a
comment. Reversing camera effect diagram of normal work display. Share this post. Post a
Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Thanks francois hi
francois i bought an aftermarket camera that is part of the license plate frame. C Wiring
Diagrams Wiring Library. Gm backup camera wiring diagram. Hhr backup camera wiring
diagram wiring schematic diagram conector wiring diagram chevy hhr radio wiring diagram
database ford chassis wiring diagram rj45 schematic. We now offer a camera kit similar to the
one portrayed in this video for the late model gm vehicles. Gm backup camera wiring diagram
also with silverado wiring diagram furthermore mks wiring diagram together with chevy
silverado speaker wiring diagram as well as tacoma wiring diagram along with rear view backup
camera furthermore suv with backup camera standard moreover backup camera wiring id
including. Reverse wire for backup camera. Chevy truck forum silverado sierra gmc truck
forums. Camaro backup camera wiring diagram wiring library i need a wiring diagram for
backup camera install there is fuse in at gm. Gmc sierra backup camera wiring diagram manual
ebooks gmc sierra backup camera wiring diagram wiring librarygmc sierra tailgate latch
diagram lovely wireless backup camera. I have red yellow white wires going to one connector
and grey black and tan wires in another bunch. I ordered an aftermarket backup camera same i
had in my tundra so easy install but i am having trouble finding out where the reverse wire is so
i can tap into it for the camera to power on when put into reverse. There we
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re six wires for this camera a. Did you install the original backup camera from gm they sell the
camera piece for or you bought an aftermarket and used the backup light to power the camera
when going in reverse. Back up camera not working. I have looked everywhere for a diagram to
identify the six wires that go to this unit. Oct 22 pm. Pinout for stock gm back up camera fyi i
obtained a new gm truck tailgate handle with the built in back up camera to connect to my
aftermarket radio and is a direct fit for my tailgatemy only issue was i didnt know what the

pinout for the camera was. Crusader Wiring Harness Wiring Library. Vega Wiring Diagram
Wiring Library. Post a Comment. C Wiring Diagrams Wiring Library silverado wiring diagram
wiring diagram fuse diagram for vibe wiring diagram. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan
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